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Advertising

#01) **20th Century Horse and Cattle Powder Sign**: Cardboard sign from the 20th Century Medicine Company of Philadelphia. The company, established in 1889 also produced Egyptian Horse Liniment, which is described on the right side of the sign. Condition is excellent with only some very slight staining on the left edge. 14”x 11”. It is ready to frame of hang up from the original hanging hole at the top. In the old country store, this would be a window card or hang from a ceiling fan.

#02) **Barber Medicine Company Whetstone**: Round, celluloid advertising give away whetstone or knife sharpener from the Barber Medicine Company of Kansas City, Missouri maker of Barber’s Hog Powder. 2 ¼” diameter. Large tick shaped hog is the central image. Minor handling wear to the surface, but no damage.

#03) **Bickmore Gall Cure Hanging Sign**: Small, cardboard sign designed to be hung from a string. The farmer on the left is holding a tin of Bickmore Gall Cure while he leans against a fence with advertising. The horse on the left is “Doctor,” a horse that worked at the Bickmore Factory and later became their mascot and trademark image. 10”x 8”. The hanging hole has been pulled through at the top. There is scattered foxing in the sky, around the Gall Cure name. I’m not sure if this could be cleaned or the cost involved to do so. Otherwise colors and graphics are very strong with a fantastic image. This is the only example of this sign I have ever seen. Bid as you see fit.

#04) **Barker’s Horse and Cattle Powder Lithographed Sign**: This is an extremely early, c1880, sign lithographed on fabric, still on its original stretcher. It was produced by the Barker, Moore, and Mein Company of Philadelphia. The image is quite dramatic, showing a steam locomotive passing over a stone bridge. The horses and other livestock are obviously spooked by the loud sounds of the train, perhaps the engineer blew his whistle. The white horse is the centerpiece, as his head is thrown back and his eyes have a look of panic. All the other animals are making a run for it. We can date this canvas very closely as the company used this very image on the back of their yearly almanacs and offered it for sale. The earliest almanac I have is 1879 and the poster is on the back cover. The last I have showing this image is 1883. By 1885, the company was advertising a new sign with a more pastoral image. Later, they also offered a paper poster variation, when they changed the medicine name to Horse, Cattle, and Poultry Powder. Overall image size is 28”x 22” and it is in a beat up, wooden frame. It’s over 135 years old. As I said earlier, this is a paper lithograph laid down on woven fabric to imitate an oil painting. There are some age wrinkles of the paper and the blue in the sky has been “enhanced” by a professional conservator. How many of these could possibly have survived in any condition? Shipping may require a little extra packing work. This is selling on behalf of an estate and must sell, so there is no minimum bid.

#05) **Baum’s Horse & Stock Food Wooden Crate**: Dovetailed wooden crate with lid from the Baum’s Castorine Company of Syracuse, New York. This original crate held 25 pounds of Stock Food. Very strong stenciling on all four sides. 17”x 9”x 8”. Excellent condition.

#06) **Bickmore Gall Salve Horse Display**: This is a cardboard, die-cut, easel back store display for Bickmore Gall Salve. The horse is “Doctor,” a horse that worked at the Bickmore Factory and later became their mascot and trademark image. The piece was designed to stand up on a counter with the easel backing. 9 ½”x 6 ½”. His ears are intact, but have lost a little of their color. There is a little mottling of the white background under the horse. This could be from age or very minor moisture at some time. He is ready to stand on YOUR counter now.

#07) **Bickmore Gall Salve Complete Box with One Dozen (12) Tins**: This is a complete, original, cardboard advertising box with one dozen (12) Gall Salve tins. Most are still covered with original paper wrappers from the Bickmore Company of Old Town, Maine. 11”x 8 ½”x 1 ½”. Box has edge wear and some minor scuffing. There are tears to two of the lid’s side panels, however the box is sturdy and complete. Nice display item, especially with the full compliment of a dozen tins.

#08) **Bickmore Gall Cure Tri-Fold Store Display**: Lithographed, three panel cardboard display c1900 from the Bickmore Gall Cure Company of Old Town, Maine. An extremely bold and colorful display that stretches 33”x 50” overall. The center panel is captioned: THREE GOOD FRIENDS, the man, the horse, and the tin of Bickmore’s Gall Cure. One side panel demonstrates the use for the cure on working horses. The other side panel shows cattle hung up in Barb Wire and their cuts being treated by the farmer. The colors overall are very bright and strong. I have seen a few of these displays over the years and probably 90%+ have damage to the ears of the horse. The ears are so exposed that they are most often bent or broken off completely and missing. This example has damage at the base of each ear, one ear is just creased at the base and still upright and sound, while the other ear has been taped and supported on the reverse so that the ear stands as it originally did. The ear damage is not a big distraction from the overall graphic quality of this store display piece. Other than the ears, the condition is excellent. I try to give the most accurate descriptions possible while still honoring the quality and beauty of every item. This display is very striking and will be a highlight of any collection it enters. Opening bid is $200.

#09) **Cowen’s Magic Spavin Cure & Colic Remedy Sign**: Cardboard window sign telling customers that Cowen Veterinary Cure’s were available in this store. 11”x 14”. Overall condition is clean and bright. There is some slight edge wear along the top, which
would completely frame out but would not be distracting if you just wanted to hang it on the wall as is. I have recorded one Cowen’s Magic Spavin Cure bottle, which we sold in 1998, so at least one of these products still exist.

#10) **Carter’s Condition Powder for Horses Wooden Crate**: Dove-tailed wooden shipping crate with wood burned branded advertising on two ends from the Our Husband’s Company of Lyndonville, Vermont. Box states: “CURES WORMS.” This retains its original lid. 12” x 9” x 11”. Looks like a child scribbled on it with a yellow crayon at some point. Some type of paint thinner would probably take that right off. Sold as is.

#11) **Columbia Veterinary Remedies Sign**: Lithographed paper sign advertising Columbia Veterinary Remedies which was the trade name for medicines produced by the F. C. Sturtevant Company of Hartford, Connecticut. 10” x 7”. Remedies listed are Stock Food, Liniment, Hoof Ointment, Worm Powder, Healing Powder and Hoof Oil. As an aside, the company is still in existence and making the Healing Powder today. The horse illustrated is Nancy Hanks—2.04 and the caption reads: THE FASTEST TROTTER IN THE WORLD WITH NEW BICYCLE SULKY.” Colors are bright and crisp. There is a tear from the top edge above the “O” in Columbia that is sealed on the reverse with archival tape. It is hardly noticeable along with a tiny tear in the bottom edge, also sealed with archival tape. I have recorded ten of these selling over the last 24 years, undoubtedly some of those have been sold more than once to inflate the count. Prices have been all over the place from $80.00 all the way to $1600 with most falling in the $200-400 range. No minimum as this is an estate item and must sell.

#12) **Cavanaugh’s Wonder Colic Remedy Metal Sign**: Embossed metal sign advertising a Colic Remedy produced by the Cavanaugh Brothers of Manchester, New Hampshire. 20” x 13 ¾”. The strong yellow and black contrast, make this sign really pop. There is scattered flaking of the paint across the center section. Embossed metal vet signs are scarce and this is for a small town Colic Remedy. We sold a bottle of this remedy back in 2002 for $225. Here is a sign to with that bottle.

#13) **Corona Wool Fat Glass Front Display Cabinet**: Wooden, glass front cabinet advertising Corona Wool Fat, a veterinary remedy for skin injuries on animals made by the Corona Company of Kenton, Ohio. 24” x 14 ½” x 9”. All original, but missing one interior shelf and the key to the lock. This cabinet is slightly unusual as the name on the door has been carved into the wood and not stenciled or painted. The panel above the glass is carved: CORONA and below the glass: WOOL FAT. I’d estimate this nice cabinet at $200-300. No reserve.

#14) **Blackman’s Stock & Poultry Medicine Display Stand**: Four shelf, metal display stand with a folding top pediment from the Blackman Stock Medicine Company of Chattanooga, Tennessee. 18” x 13” x 12”. This is a counter top display for their Stock and Poultry Powders along with Lick-A-Bricks. Very good condition over all, with strong original stenciling on all shelves. Open it at $50 to get it going.

#15) **Craft’s Distemper and Cough Cure Sign**: Framed paper sign advertising Craft’s Distemper and Cough Cure for horses, manufactured by Wells Medicine Company of Lafayette, Indiana. The ad describes the company as “Chemists and Germologists.” The image shows Dr. Equine at the sick bed of the mayor. He comfort’s the mayor’s mare with, “NEIGH! NEIGH! MRS. MAYOR DON’T BE DISCOURAGED. A FEW DOSES OF CRAFT’S CURE WILL PUT HIM BACK IN THE TRACES AGAIN. BETTER THAN EVER.” Dr. Equine’s medical bag reads: Dr. Equine / always prescribes / Craft’s. Very unusual cartoonish advertising for a very scarce veterinary remedy. I’ve sold several of their remedies, but never a cure. 10 ½” x 13 ½”. Excellent.

#16) **Currier & Ives Print, “IN AND OUT OF CONDITION”**: Currier & Ives print dated 1877 and was used to advertise different brands of “CONDITION POWDERS” for horses and cattle. I have seen examples where a particular company name is printed above the “condition powders” that is on the barn in the background. This print does not have a specific company name added. In the illustration, the salesman shows what his condition powders can do by demonstrating his healthy bucking horse and fat dog to the very skinny man with an extremely thin horse and dog. Therefore the caption, “IN AND OUT OF CONDITION.” It is framed in what is probably the original frame with a wooden back cover. The image is 16” x 11 ½”. The print is toned an even light brown.

#17) **Dr. Daniels’ Glass Veterinary Thermometer with Original Case**: Glass fever thermometer embossed: DR. A. C. DANIELS, BOSTON. This includes the original case, which is made of an early plastic material either Gutta Percha or perhaps it is Bakelite, wooden shipping container with slide lid, and instructions dated Nov. 10, 1911. The thermometer is in working order. 6” with case. This would have been a specialty item you purchased from Dr. Daniels’ as part of your “Home Treatment for Sick Animals” emergency case or perhaps given away by the company with a paper coupon. In either event, it is a very rare Dr. Daniels’ give-away item as it is only the second example I have auctioned. This exact item was sold in our March 2003 auction, realizing $475. Another example without the wooden case brought $65 in 2014. The real value lays somewhere in the middle. Opening bid will be $25, just to get the ball rolling. No further reserve.

#18) **Dr. Daniels’ “Can You Shoe the Horse?” Advertising Game**: One of the coolest of all the Dr. Daniels’ advertising give-aways and also one of the scarcest. Daniels’ gave away mirrors, pinback buttons, decks of cards, dominoes, tip trays, and paperweights among other things. He was the King of the give-away and all of this material is heavily collected. This little game is one his best give-aways. This is a two part game shaped like a horseshoe. 2 ¼” X 2 ¼”. Top is clear glass, bottom is white milk glass with a raised outer edge to simulate a horseshoe edge and nail holes. Paper insert laying in the middle of the horseshoe reads: DR. A. C. DANIELS / VETERINARY MEDICINES / (DANIELS’ FACE) / BOSTON, MASS / CAN YOU SHOE / THE HORSE? Seven
tiny BBs roll around within the game. The object of the game is to shake the BBs into the nail holes of the milk glass bottom shoe, therefore, “Shoeing the Horse.” The BBs are representing horseshoe nails. Reverse of game has another paper label with advertising. “Send 5 two cent stamps to the company and they will send you a puzzle like this and a 32 page book about horses, free.”

Condition is very good but it does have some issues. At some point, the top glass and the bottom milk glass came apart. During this time the interior paper label received some minor staining. When the owner reconnected the two glass parts, they used an early paper tape along the underside to secure the top to the bottom. This paper tape somewhat covers the edge of the bottom paper label (see photos). These defects should come into consideration, but due to the rarity of this game, I don’t believe a collector should be deterred from bidding. The game displays well overall, is a conversation piece, and I believe a top shelf veterinary collectible. I believe that only 3-4 of these games exist among veterinary collectors. It is possible that cross over game and puzzle collector have a few. One incomplete example with only the milk glass base and paper labels sold in 1998 for $425 and one complete example with the only original box known sold in 2009 for $750. I know of no other examples to have changed hands since then. Sold without a reserve to the highest bidder and with only a $200 opening bid just to get it started. Based on the sale of other rare Dr. Daniels’ give-aways, I’d estimate this at $500-$700, but could go much higher.

#19) Dr. Daniels’ Horse & Cattle Medicine Tip Tray: Lithographed metal tray with a scalloped edge. Trays such as this were placed in bars and restaurants for the patrons to leave their monetary tip for their server. Dr. Daniels’ used this form of advertising to promote his Horse & Cattle Medicines. The image in the center is commonly called “the three white horses,” but is a copy of a famous painting by James Herring Sr. named “Pharaoh’s Horses.” It was painted in 1848. 4 ½” diameter. The condition of this tray is at least a 9 out of 10. It is clean and bright. It has some very minor wear to the outer rim. The central image looks perfect, but if you want to get EXTREMELY picky and hold the tray at an angle to the light you can see a couple of tiny flaws. Based on previous sales over the last 17 years, I would estimate this outstanding example at $400-600. WE will start the bidding at $100 and let you determine the final price. This is a classic, iconic Dr. Daniels’ veterinary give-away item.

#20) Dr. Daniels’ “Permacolor” Thermometer with Original Box: Cardboard advertising thermometer given away by Walker Bros. / General Merchandise / Farnham, N. Y. with advertising for Dr. Daniels’ Home Treatment Medicines for animals at the bottom. The Daniels’ company usually subsidized the cost of the thermometers so their advertising would go out to customers of stores. The thermometer is 9 ¾”x 3” with a photo image of a beautiful young lady glued to the top. The original shipping box and wooden thermometer protector are also included. The liquid in the thermometer has separated but there are directions on the box to correct this issue and have a working example. Other than some minor handling wear this is as new and unused. I’ve seen three of these with different images over the years. Hang it on the side of your cabinet for a nice go-with item.

#21) Dr. Daniels’ Large Wooden Thermometer: This large wooden thermometer is 24”x 6” and has ads for Riker Drug Stores at the top and Dr. Daniels Horse Medicines at the bottom. The reverse still has the original paper label from Dr. Daniels’. We will date this one to pre-1906 as there is advertising for Colic Cure and Gall Cure. “DOG AND CAT REMEDIES” is printed at the very bottom. This example does show some average wear to the paint, the metal hanging loop at the top is broken, and it does not have a working thermometer, however replacement bulbs can be obtained on the Internet.

#22) Dr. Daniels’ Small Wooden Thermometer with Black Edge: This smaller example is 15”x 4” and has a shoe repairman ad at the top and Dr. Daniels’ “HOME TREATMENT REMEDIES” at the bottom. One unusual characteristic is having the side edge painted black all the way around. This looks original and done at the factory. This one never had a metal hanger, but has small nail holes at the top and bottom. Average wear and non-functional thermometer.

#23) Dr. Daniels’ Horse & Cattle Medicine Tip Tray: Lithographed metal tray with a scalloped edge. Trays such as this were placed in bars and restaurants for the patrons to leave their monetary tip for their server. Dr. Daniels’ used this form of advertising to promote his Horse & Cattle Medicines. The image in the center is commonly called “the three white horses,” but is a copy of a famous painting by James Herring Sr. named “Pharaoh’s Horses.” It was painted in 1848. 4 ½” diameter. The condition of this tray is at least a 9 out of 10. It is clean and bright. It has some very minor wear to the outer rim. The central image looks perfect, but if you want to get EXTREMELY picky and hold the tray at an angle to the light you can see a couple of tiny flaws. Based on previous sales over the last 17 years, I would estimate this outstanding example at $400-600. WE will start the bidding at $100 and let you determine the final price. This is a classic, iconic Dr. Daniels’ veterinary give-away item.

#24) Dr. Daniels’ Small Wooden Thermometer from Old Frame, PA: This is the nicest of the three offerings from a condition stand point. It is a smaller example at 15”x 4” and lists Colic Drops and Gall Salve, so we will date this on c1910. This one also has top and bottom nail holes for hanging. Excellent condition with minimal wear, but like the other two, the thermometer is broken.

#25) Dr. Daniels’ Wonder Worker Crate and Four (4) Bottles with Boxes: Dovetailed, wooden shipping crate with original slide lid that is stenciled on three sides and has the an early company address at #1 Staniford Street in Boston. Two side have this stencil: NATURES / CURE FOR / HARNESS GALLS / SORE SHOULDERS / SCRATCHES / AND LAMENESS FROM / ANY CAUSE WHATSOEVER. This early address and the use of the word “CURE” dates this to c1905. The consigner set out to collect as many original Wonder Worker bottles and packages in an attempt to create a display of how this crate would have looked at the turn of the Century. He succeeded in finding four embossed bottles with beautiful paper labels and their boxes. All the boxes have top damage as we see in most veterinary patent medicine packages. As they were pulled from sale, the store owners tore off the tops of boxes, so
they could not be resold. The consigner wishes to sell the lot intact, but we know the value of the individual items may out way the whole. As such, he has asked for only a $100 opening bid and no further reserve. Perhaps the next owner can add to this collection and eventually complete the task of filling this crate.

#26) Dr. Daniels’ Colic Drops Window Card: “Window Cards” are an advertising display genre that consists of a heavy cardboard backboard that is printed with company information and, typically a slogan to catch your eye. The center portion of the window card has a generic image, printed on paper that is then glued onto the center of the card. In this case, the backboard reads, “DR DANIELS’/COLIC DROPS/ALWAYS SAVES THEM.” The image is a pastoral scene with a horse drinking from a trough while the happy Collie Dog looks on. The slogan implies that the Colic Drops are effective for both the horse and the dog. The card is currently in a wooden frame. The image size is 14”x 18”. This is larger than most window cards I have seen. The condition is mint, as I can discern no damage. Dr. Daniels’ window cards could not be considered “common” but the ones that do appear from time to time typically have images of the “poker playing dogs.” Window cards for specific medicines are much more scarce and this is one of the best I’ve ever seen. The consigner purchased this card in the February 1998 VCR Auction over nineteen years ago paying $525. The only other example I have ever seen has been hanging in the stairway to my “collecting room” for over 20 years. I estimate this today at $500-800. No minimum opening bid.

#27) Dr. Daniels’ Related Calendar 1925: Calendar from A. O. Tillinghast, Pharmacist from West Valley, NY. Printed below his name is “AGENT FOR DR. A. DANIELS’ MEDICINES / FOR / HORSES, COWS, DOGS, CATS, AND POULTRY.” Calendar is currently nicely framed in a commercial frame with an image size of 16”x 10 ½”. Calendar pad for 1925 is complete. Calendar itself is in excellent condition with just some minor toning along the bottom left corner. The print of a child running to his family is captioned, “The Last Ray.”

#28) Dr. Daniels’ Printing Block: Metal and wood printing block for the cover of the Dr. Daniels’ booklet, “HOME TREATMENT FOR HORSES AND CATTLE.” 5 ½”x 7 ¾”. The image in the upper right is a horse head within a horseshoe. I have seen several veterinary printing blocks for ads and newspapers etc, but I have never seen a block for the cover of a booklet, especially for Dr. Daniels’. Probably a unique go-with to display with your collection.

#29) Dold’s Animal & Poultry Food Whetstone: Celluloid advertising on this knife sharpening stone give away from the Dold Company of Buffalo, New York. 2 ¾”x 1 ¾”. Hen and hog images. Some handling wear near the hen image at top.

#30) Professor Flint’s Horse Powders Sign: Framed and matted paper sign for this medicine produced by the Dr. B. J. Kendall Spavin Cure Company of Enosburg Falls, Vermont. Image size is 23”x 5 ½”. Excellent condition, with just old paper fold lines somewhat evident. I’d say this is an early printed example c1880.

#31) Dr. Hess Poultry PAN-A-CEA Wooden Crate: Shipping crate from Dr. Hess of Ashland, Ohio that once held eighteen, five pound packages of Poultry PAN-A-CEA. This crate is branded on two sides with the same image of three hens and chicks. This was originally a two color brand with black and red. The red lettering was on the name PAN-A-CEA, but the red has faded. You can still see the imprint of the name, but no red remains. 22”x 12”x 18”. This crate was originally shipped to Riverton, Virginia, just North of Front Royal.

#32) Hall’s Medicated Tendon Support Sign: Lithographed, cardboard sign for Hall’s Medicated Adhesive Tendon Supports for your racehorses. “THEY KEEP YOUR HORSES WINNING.” These were sold by the J. H. Hall Company of Mansfield, Ohio. The sign is currently framed and double matted. The image size is 12”x 19 ½”. The condition is near mint. The horse image is bright and crisp. Ready to hang for the horse enthusiast. No minimum opening bid.

#33) Humphreys Veterinary Specifics Stable Chart: This early chart is dated 1900 and is 20”x 24” with metal hanging rods at the top and bottom. Unlike most examples, this chart was NEVER FOLDED, only rolled, so there are no fold lines. The trade mark Humphreys’ horse that modeled for the embossing on the bottle is the center illustration, along with advertising for their Veterinary Cure Oil. An excellent example of this oil is in the medicine section of this auction. The chart was designed to be hung in a stable, and used as a quick reference to treat a sick horse. Of course you would be using Humphreys’ Specifics. The condition is excellent, clean and crisp with just minor edge wear which would disappear with framing.

#34) Humphreys Veterinary Specifics Stable Case: Wooden box with paper label inside the lid which describes all of the different Humphreys’ Veterinary Remedies that would have filled this stable case. Case has two hook and eye closures on the front. It does have the original lock, but no key. Original finich on the box is still in great shape and it has the original top handle and engraved name plaque. The paper label has light staining to about half the label. 9 ½”x 6”x 6”.

#35) Hohlfeld’s “Best Stock Remedies” Metal Sign: Tall, painted metal roadside sign from H. Hohlfeld, Druggist from Campbell, Nebraska. It is advertising that he sells the “BEST STOCK REMEDIES.” A folkly painted horse head with bridle reinforces the message to people passing by. This is the type of sign that would have been nailed up on country roads and every mile or so from town, a similar sign with a different product from the druggist would have been advertised, often with a mile marker to town. The sign shows weathering and wear, the most obvious is a cut in the metal from the top right edge. This cut has been stabilized with some
type of metal duct tape on the reverse. This is for the collector who likes the unusual, folkly piece. 36”x 12”. A true survivor. No minimum opening bid.

#36) **International Hog Poster #38**: This is the central image from a large format International poster that has been cut down in size. 20”x 15” image size. It is currently in a frame. A large black hog is munching on a large pile of corn in the corncrib. A bucket of ISF is just to his right. Poster has edge damage and is age toned. I have not recorded poster #38 previously in my “Compendium.”

#37) **International Louse Killer Lithographed Image**: This is the central image from a HUGE ISF Louse Killer poster that was cut down. It is the image of a canister of ISF Louse Killer. This is as large as most ISF posters and I’m not sure if I’ve ever seen an intact example of this poster with full advertising. This is impressive, all by itself. 14 ¼”x 23”. There are a couple of minor edge tears that are no problem as your eye is completely drawn to the little girl in the pink dress. If you had a custom mat cut and frame this, you would have an impressive display. I’d guess a complete poster this size would be in the $1800-2000 range, what is this “fragment” worth? The consigner purchased it from us in 2004 for $160. It is now selling for the estate at no reserve.

#38) **International Stock Food Poster #14, International Worm Powder**: This is a very early and very scarce medicinal poster from the ISF Company. Much larger than other examples I have seen. 28”x 21”. The huge central horse is being killed by WORMS. He is laying his head on the box of International Worm Powder in hopes that it is not too late to save him. A cut-away view of his abdomen shows us, in graphic detail, the Bots and Worms in his stomach and intestines. One testimonial claims his horse passed a 25” worm after using International Worm Powder. Worms are illustrated everywhere on this poster. The red and black background is teeming with worms, while the testimonials, on the sides, are pierced by worms. The slogan, “THE SURE AND SAFE WORM REMEDY” is written inside a huge worm! Medicinal posters such as this, are the best of veterinary posters. The poster does have condition issues and needs professional conservation. The upper left corner of about 2” x 1” is detached but present, the top border is tattered, and the upper right corner is missing the border with just a tiny bit of the red background missing. There is also a very small paper loss below the “E” in the word REMEDY in the slogan at the bottom. 99% of the poster is intact and beautifully colorful. For a few hundred dollars, the new owner could have this poster cleaned and have the top border repaired. After professional conservation you would have a poster valued at as much as $2500-3500. I can recommend a paper conserver that I have used on many occasions. This poster was purchased in my auction March 2014 auction for $925. Unfortunately, the buyer was ill at the time and never had the poster conserved. The poster is now offered as part of the estate and must sell. Even with the cost of the poster and restoration, the new buyer should have a positive expectation of equity and a fantastic poster to look at every day.

#39) **International Stock Food Poster #73, Statue of Nations**: Caption describes ISF as the standard for the world. Great color with full borders. 10”x 13 ½”. One short tear along the right edge, just into the color. A bucket of ISF sits atop the statue of nations. Excellent overall.

#40) **International Stock Food Printing Block**: Engraved metal plate mounted onto a wooden block and used in print advertising. The image is of an African-American jockey and a cartoonish “laughing” horse looking at a large box of International Stock Food. Engraved above the horse is, “IT MAKES A HORSE LAUGH.” This image is very similar, but not an exact match for the horse and jockey poster that we sold in the February Auction. 4 ¼”x 3 ¼”. Interesting go-with for an ISF display or a cool paperweight.

#41) **International Stock Food Poster, Dan Patch**: Image of Dan Patch on the hillside with the ISF Farm and Barn seen in the distance. 9 ¼”x 13 ½”. Caption reads; “THE GREAT KING OF THE ENTIRE HORSE WORLD AND HIS WORLD FAMOUS HOME.” Old fold line and one short tear from the right edge, just into the color.

#42) **International Stock Food Poster #78, Quick Hog Fattener**: Poster has illustrations of “Actual” photographs that show how a 60 pound runt turned into a 420 pound hog using International Stock Food. 9 ½”x 13 ½”. Old fold line otherwise excellent with good color.

#43) **International Stock Food Poster #116, Champion Hogs**: Two hogs illustrated are part of a group of hogs the farmer sold for $10,000, all because they ate ISF every day. 9 ¼”x 13 ½”. Old fold line, light stain in upper left corner and a crease to the corner tip of the right bottom corner. Very strong blue and red colors.

#44) **Kimball Brothers Telephone Index**: Unused, early telephone index used for writing down numbers prior to telephone books being commonly available. 3 ½”x 6”. Made of cardboard with alphabetized flip sheets, it was given away by the Kimball Brothers of Enosburg Falls, Vermont, also the home of Dr. Kendall’s Spavin Cure. The Kimball Brothers produced their own veterinary remedies. *White’s Golden Tonic* and *Hamilton’s Old English Black Oil*, which they advertised on the front of this index. Condition is unused but does have light damp stain along the edge of the back. This item is unique to my knowledge as veterinary advertising having sold to the consigner from a McMurray’s Drug Store Auction in 2009.

#45) **Kendall’s Spavin Cure Wooden Shipping Crate**: This is one of the most graphic veterinary shipping crates that you will ever find. Branded into the wood on two sides is a detailed image of a man trying to control a rearing stallion. Very few veterinary crates have ANY images at all, much less have such a detailed and action packed illustration. This is from the Kendall Spavin Cure Company of Enosburg Falls, Vermont and once held a dozen bottles of that cure. One neat, added feature of this crate is the survival
of the original shipping label on one end panel. It was headed to the Gilman Brothers in Boston. The crate is missing the lid and the images are slightly darkened by age, but still stand out. 10 ½”x 8 ½”x 8”.

#46) **Dr. LeGear. The Giant Horse Print**: Dr. LeGear (the man) advertised his namesake horse as the world’s largest horse on signs and posters for many years. Dr. LeGear (the horse) was foaled in 1902 and died in 1919. He weighed 2995 pounds and stood 21 hands tall. This print was produced after the horse’s death c1920’s. 20”x 16”. Excellent condition.

#47) **Dr. LeGear’s Dog Prescriptions Metal Store Display with Fifteen (15) Medicines**: Metal Display stand for Dr. LeGear’s Dog Medicines including 14 of the 15 appropriate packages and the appropriate Dog Booklet. The display is missing only the appropriate Flea Soap but does come with a slightly later example. The stand is 16”x 12 ½”x 12” overall. The stand has painted labeling as to where each medicine was to be placed in the display (see additional photos on the website). In my experience, the three hardest medicines to obtain in order to complete this display are: Hardest—Kennel Disinfectant; Harder—Large size Cod Liver Oil; and Hardest—Sarcoptic Mange Prescription. So this lot contains the big three, albeit the condition of these examples is not the greatest. The display itself, has paint loss to the upper right edge of the front panel. The sides are very nice and the medicine placement printing behind the packages is excellent. All the medicines have their original contents but the liquids, in the bottles has evaporated. If we sold the medicines separately, at just $50 each on average, that would be $750 but the consigner wants to keep it together as it took him over 20 years to make it this complete. The consigner feels, and I agree, that it’s worth at least $1000. So, we are opening the bidding at $1000. If it fails to get an opening bid we will break up the lot and sell the individual parts in the March 2018 auction. Good Luck!

#48) **Morrison’s English Veterinary Remedies Wooden Display Cabinet**: Glass front, wooden cabinet with curved pediment on top and black stencil on the pediment and door. It was produced, by the James Foster Company, of Bath, New Hampshire. No history has been unearthed as to why Mr. Foster named his line of veterinary remedies, “**Morrison’s English Veterinary Remedies,**” but the fact is, he did. The company was in a very small town in upstate New Hampshire. The cabinet is 31”x 18”x 9” including the pediment. The cabinet retains its original lock, but no key. There is currently no glass in the door, but that is easily replaced. The pediment is currently detached and needs to be re-glued to the top edge. The interior of the cabinet has been painted white at some point. I have sold three of these cabinets in the last 10 years with prices ranging from $300-900. This example comes from an estate and must sell, so there is no opening reserve bid. Good Luck.

#49) **Dr. McLean’s Volcanic Oil Liniment Advertising Dominoes and Bottles**: Wooden dominoes in the original slide top wooden box. Each domino has Volcanic Oil Liniment advertising on the reverse. Dr. McLean was from St. Louis and he produced this liniment for Man and Beast. Included in this lot is two bottles with boxes of his Volcanic Liniment. The dominoes have general wear and is not a complete set, as it is missing two dominoes. 6 ½”x 2 ¾”x 1”.

#50) **Dr. Myers Veterinary Medicine Sign**: Cardboard sign from Dr. Willis Myers of Wenona, Illinois with a list of all veterinary medicines he produced. Currently in a complimentary blue and silver frame. Overall: 22 ½”x 9”. Excellent.

#51) **Old Grist Mill Dog and Puppy Bread Savings Bank**: Cardboard penny bank given away by Potter & Wrightington to promote their Dog Bread. The front panel has a die-cut doghouse with a Bulldog and her four puppies. A box of Old Grist Mill Dog Bread is shown beside the puppies. 3 ½”x 3 ¾”x 1 ¼” folded up. “Dog Bread” was the first form of commercial dog food made in America. It came in the form of crackers or dry biscuits. Excellent, unused condition.

#52) **Perfection Dog Food’s Print, “TWO TO WIN-ONE TO TIE”**: The Collie is at the bat in this dog baseball game print produced by Perfection Dog Foods of Battle Creek, Michigan. 14 ½”x 10”. The stands have erupted with barking and growling as the Collie tries to win the game for the home team. The anthropomorphic dogs are smoking their cigars and are wearing a variety of hats. c1920. Excellent condition. Great advertising for the baseball fan.

#53) **Pratt’s Veterinary Remedies Tin Front Display Cabinet**: Wooden country store cabinet with tin lithographed front door panel from the Pratt Food Company of Philadelphia. 30 ½”x 17”x 7”. This cabinet is c1900, as several of the medicines listed on the front panel are “Cures.” The front door has the original stenciling: PRATT FOOD CO // PHILADELPHIA, PA. The cabinet finish has authentic aging and wear. It is untouched. The tin front also shows wear with general spotty oxidation but the colors are still strong and all the print is easily legible. It is missing the original lock and has had a knob and twist metal closure added to open and close the cabinet. The back panel has been replaced. It shows its age, but does not have any major damage. This is a cabinet for the person with a large Pratt’s collection to display and needs a cabinet or a collector, on a limited budget, who might upgrade as the years go on. I’d estimate it at $300-600 with no opening reserve.

#54) **Pratt’s Poultry Regulator Die-Cut Display**: Lithographed cardboard display from the Pratt’s Food Company of Philadelphia. The image is one of the trade mark’s for the Pratt’s Company of a Rooster pulling an wagon filled with eggs and a hen. 20”x 18”. Colors are strong and bold. There is minor edge wear overall, but especially along the bottom edge. Originally this had an easel back to stand this in a store window. The easel is missing but could easily be replaced. This versatile piece could be stood up, hung up as is, or framed.
#55) **Pratt’s Poultry Regulator Die-Cut Store Display**: Lithographed cardboard display from the Pratt’s Food Company of Philadelphia. This example has a hinged bottom edge that folds down flat and allows eggs to pop up. The middle illustrates the package of Poultry Regulator and has doors that opens up, so the store owner could place a package in the slot and thus allow the display to stand on its own. 15”x 23”. A bright and colorful piece with some minimal edge damage and one smushed corner at the top left. This could be easily trimmed up to match the rest of the zig-zagged sign.

#56) **Pratt’s Poultry Food, “Buff Cochins” Sign**: Lithographed, paper sign from the Pratt’s Food Company of Philadelphia. This is one of a set of poultry breed signs that the company would mail you for a coupon from their Poultry Food. It is framed and matted. The white background border does show some light foxing of the paper. Image size is 14”x 11”. I have sold four different breeds from this set over the years.

#57) **Pratt’s Poultry Food, “Brown Leghorns” Sign**: Lithographed, paper sign from the Pratt’s Food Company of Philadelphia. This is one of a set of poultry breed signs that the company would mail you for a coupon from their Poultry Food. This example is not framed and is 14”x 11”. Background has some very light moisture spots and there are a couple minor tears in the bottom edge. Colors are strong.

#58) **Pratt’s Poultry Regulator Paper Window Sign**: This is an interesting and rare survivor. It was originally intended to be glued onto a store window as an advertising inducement to come in the store. The top and bottom edges have dotted lines that were meant to be folded over. The top edge instructs the store owner: to attach to window, moisten top and bottom gummed area, fold over on dotted line and attach to window. Obviously this example never met that fate and survived. It does have some small tears and scuffs along the top and bottom edge, so its not perfect, but it is graphic and very colorful. It is framed and ready to hang. Image size is 11 ½”x 18”.

#59) **Pratts Official Chart of Different Breeds of Horses**: Colorful paper poster produced by the Pratt Food Company of Philadelphia in 1902. The border advertising boldly states, **PRATTS ANIMAL REGULATOR FOR HORSES AND CATTLE**. The interior of the poster shows twenty-one (21) different horse breeds with the center circle holding the THOROUGBRED. All the images are quite detailed and colorful. This is a very scarce and early poster. It varies from the other Pratt’s examples I have sold, as the other examples were advertising Pratt’s Food while this example is for the medicinal product, ANIMAL REGULATOR. The image size is 21”x 28”. The images and display are very bright and clean. It looks quite impressive, but it does have significant edge tears and paper edges. The worst of it is a four inch tear from the left side under the Hackney horse, paper loss at the left upper corner, just touching the “P” in Pratts, and multiple tape repairs to stabilize small tears on the edges. As you all know, I try my best to give you VERY accurate descriptions, sometimes making an item’s condition sound worse than it appears, however, I have to call this condition poor. It is really a candidate for professional restoration. Otherwise it is a nice poster for an entry level collector for a minimum cost. Bid as you see fit.

#60) **Pratts Poultry Food Cloth Sack**: One hundred pound sack with advertising on both sides. Front side has the rooster and egg cart logo. Clean and ready hang up. In the past, I have filled similar sacks with packing chips, sewn the top closed and bunched them in a corner to look like a pile of feed sacks.

#61) **Prussian Remedy Company Sewing Needle Kit**: Cardboard folder containing a variety of sewing needles and advertising geared toward the farmer’s wife using their Poultry Remedies. Given away by the Prussian Remedy Company of St. Paul, MN and the manufacturers of Stock and Poultry Remedies. 5 ½”x 4”. The colors are strong but the bottom left corner is creased. This is a pretty scarce veterinary give away from a company where advertising and ephemera is almost unknown.

#62) **Rapid Harness Menders Wooden Display Box**: Painted wooden box with three paper labels from the Buffalo Specialty MFG. Company of Buffalo, NY. This box once held one gross of assorted sizes and was used as a point of sale in a country store or blacksmith shop. 11 ½”x 4”x 6 ½”. The label on the underside of the lid is the best. The outer label is somewhat faded but still very legible. I’d consider this a one-off collectible as its not really veterinary, but it comes from an estate collection and everything must go. It has a great “country Store” look to it. Bid as you see fit.

#63) **Rawleigh’s Traveling Salesman’s Display Kits for Cattle and Hog Mineral Mixture**: Two cardboard boxes with glass tops to view the sealed vials of minerals included in Rawleigh’s Mineral Mixtures for cattle and hogs. These would have been used by a salesman to show store owners or farmers the quality of their additives. The Cattle version has nine (9) vials while the Hog version has fifteen (15) vials. Both are complete and original. The hog set is 7”x 4”x 1 ¼”. Cattle 4 ½”x 4”x 1 ¼”.

#64) **Sergeant’s Dog Medicine Store Display Cabinet**: Metal cabinet with two doors on the back and interior shelves for holding Sergeant’s Dog Medicines, produced by the Polk Miller Company of Richmond, Virginia. 14”x 13”x 7”. Iconic image of young boy sleeping while his trusted German Shepherd keeps watch. Who doesn’t like advertising with kids and dogs? The side panels proclaim that Sergeant’s has been “THE PREMIER DOG MEDICINES FOR 50 YEARS.” Since the company was founded in the 1880’s we can date this to the early 1930’s. The condition overall is very good, but the background has a couple of flaws and some minor paint chips. The boy and his dog are excellent and the overall look is first rate. I have recorded two, near mint examples selling for over a $1500 each. I’d estimate this at $600-$1000 with a $300 opening bid.
#65) **Spratt’s Dog Calendar for 1899:** Full calendar for 1899 with each page a different month produced by Spratt’s (America) in their New York office at 239-245 East 56th Street. Each page is 11”x 9”. There is an original metal bar across the top that holds the pages and a metal hanging ring. Some months are dedicated to only one dog breed, while others have multiple breeds illustrated. The back of each page has additional Spratt’s advertising. The cover page is intact but rough along the edges (see photo on website). The interior pages are clean and crisp. There is a short, bottom edge tear in the border of the first few pages, that is not over ¼” in length and does not effect the print. First Spratt’s calendar I’ve seen. Open at $25.

#66) **Spratt’s “A DOG’S LIFE” Boxed Game:** Board game produced by Spratt’s Limited, in London. The game is complete and contains the original box (13”x 9”x 1”) with the directions for game play and Spratt’s advertisements printed in the lid. Six metal dog game pieces, die, Spratt’s Dog Bread playing pieces, and a folded game board that opens out to 25”x 18”. Condition overall is excellent but the outer box does have some minor edge tears and the game board has wear where it is folded. The board is clean and bright. Only example I’ve seen. Hard to estimate, but I’d say $100-300 based on uniqueness. Open at $50.

#67) **Sucrene Feeds Painted Wooden Sign:** Very old, painted, two board, wooden sign advertising Sucrene Feeds for Horses and Dairy. 36”x 12”. Great farm sign with a super, old painted surface. Old age splits in the wood add that authenticity. I sold this sign fifteen years ago and now unfortunately it has come to be sold for an estate. Modern hangers on the reverse make this ready to hang on your wall.

#68) **Tatnall’s Horse, Cattle, Dog & Poultry Medicines Poster:** Lithographed, Hunt Scene with a caption of “FALLING IN WITH THE HOUNDS.” 21”x 16”. Very colorful and graphic illustration that is in excellent condition. However, the bottom edge is cut right to the bottom of the name, H. Tatnall, so this is possibly slightly cut down. Also, there is no white border at the top. So it looks like this was trimmed also. The important parts are there and they are in excellent condition.

#69) **Thedford’s Black Draught Stock Medicine Wallet:** Cloth wallet produced by the Chattanooga, Medicine Company and advertising their Liver Medicine for Stock and Poultry. Size is 6”x 7” when open and flat. The wallet also advertises the company’s “Wine of Cardui” a medicine for “Female Diseases.” Excellent condition and a nice go-with item.

#70) **Tweedle Chicks, Double Sided Metal Sign:** Large and supremely colorful double sided sign advertising Tweedle Chicks. One side shows a chick that has just hatched from its egg while the reverse shows a rooster at sunrise. “SOMETHING TO CROW ABOUT.” 19”x 27”. Excellent condition, with only minor corner wear. Another estate vet collection offering.

#71) **Veterinarian Calendar, 1930:** Holiday calendar given away by Dr. J. C. Melvin / Graduate Veterinarian of Mayfield, Kentucky in 1930. The Fort Dodge Serum Company is listed at the bottom and they most likely subsidized the cost of printing the calendars for Dr. Melvin. The print is captioned, “ALL THE WORLD LOVES A WINNER.” Calendar is currently in a wooden frame with a double mat. Background on the bottom sides shows some spotty oxidation. Overall 14”x 20”.

#72) **White’s Golden Tonic for Horses:** Small, framed paper sign from the Kimball Brothers of Enosburg Falls, Vermont. Overall size is 16”x 6”. Some fold lines evident on close inspection, but no damage. Ready to hang.

#73) **Dr. Weare’s Heave Cure Cloth Banner:** Printed banner on cloth, advertising Dr. Weare’s Heave Cure. 36”x 18”. Dr. Weare was from upstate New York and he was spotlighted in the VCR newsletter in December 2005. If you don’t go back that far, I can send a copy of the newsletter to the successful bidder. The banner is intact with no significant damage. It does have some light stains and evidence of handling over the years. c1900.

#74) **International Stock Food Posters #102 & #116, Lot of Two (2):** Offered here are a pair of ISF small size Hog Posters. 9 ½”x 13 ½”. #102 has a vertical fold line, a right edge tear of about 1”, and has been cut right to the color on the left side. #116 has a few edge tears and is missing a small area from the border at the bottom left edge. Lot of two (2) for your high bid.
Paper Ephemera

Photographs, Letterhead, Envelops, Receipts, Flyers, Pamphlets, Etc

#75) **International Stock Food Letterhead and Envelope:** Company letterhead with illustration of their factory and its postal envelope dated 1907. Excellent condition.

#76) **International Stock Food Tonic Unused Paper Label:** Label that would have been applied to a box of International Stock Food. Good color. Old Fold lines.

#77) **International Sugar Feed Egg Chart:** This company was an off shoot of the International Stock Food Company. The egg chart is cardboard and unused. Excellent condition.

#78) **Store Receipts with Veterinary Medicine Ads, Lot of Three (3):** Smith & Co. dated 1899 with German Horse & Cattle Powder; Robinson & Son dated 1897 with Muller’s Horse Liniment and Condition Powders; Dale & Co. dated 1903 with Normandy Horse & Cattle Powders. Very good condition. Lot of Three (3).

Trade Cards and Postcards

#79) **Trade Cards, Post Cards, and Envelops with Veterinary Medicine Ads, Lot of Twelve (12):** This lot is a combination of paper ephemera, all with veterinary related advertising. Some examples include: Dr. Tobias Venetian Horse Liniment, Golvers Imperial Mange Cure; Dr. Weare’s Heave Cure; even a Christmas Card from the Pratt’s Food Company. All the items are in very good to excellent condition. Lot of Twelve (12).

Catalogs and Booklets

#80) **Barker’s “Glimpses of the Navy of the United States”:** This booklet is c1898 and shows photos of “the Great White Fleet” of the American Navy. This is about the time of the Spanish-American War of 1898 when they sailed to Cuba. This war brought Teddy Roosevelt to fame with the Rough Riders. 10 ½”x 7 ½”. Excellent condition. See additional photos on the web.

#81) **Almanac and Self Help Booklets, Group of Three (3):** Barker’s Almanac for 1903; Flemings Farm and Live Stock Almanac of 1924; and Sloan’s Magazine of veterinary and farm hints. All in good to very good condition. Lot of three (3).

#82) **Veterinary Patent Medicine Booklets, Group of Three (3):** “Humphreys Guide of Veterinary Specifics” dated 1885, “The Home Cow Doctor” by the Dairy Association dated 1920. They made Kow-Kare, and “Dr. Daniels’ Home Treatment for Horses and Cattle” dated 1907. Condition is excellent to good. Lot of Three (3).

Patent Medicines

#83) **Gordon’s Hoof Ointment Figural Jar in Shape of Horse’s Lower Leg and Hoof:** Fantastically rare embossed glass jar in the shape of horse’s lower leg and hoof. Very detailed depiction including the frog on the bottom of the hoof. Embossed around top of hoof: **GORDON’S HOOF OINTMENT.** Embossed around the frog on the bottom: **PATENTED JULY 20TH, 1880.** 5 ½”x 4”x 3 ⅜”. This bottle was produced by Robert W. Gordon, of McKeesport, Pennsylvania. Mr. Gordon printed trade cards advertising Gordon’s Hoof Ointment with the figural jar illustrated on the back of the card. These cards state that: **GORDON’S HOOF OINTMENT / CURES ALL HOOF DISEASES.** This figural jar is in excellent condition with no damage to the jar, but is missing the original threaded metal cap closure. This is only the second example that we have ever offered. The first sold in the Dr. Gordon Layton, D.V.M. single owner sale we held in 2011, where that complete example sold for a fantastic price of $2800. This very rare veterinary Hoof Ointment jar is missing its original metal closure, but we would still expect a final bid in excess of $1000. Our consignment came from an estate and must sell, so there is no minimum opening bid. Here is a great opportunity for the under-bidder from 2011.

#84) **Animalin, Free Sample:** Lithographed sample tin from the Chloro Chemical Company of Mt. Vernon, New York. Used as a safe healing antiseptic salve on all animals. 1 ¾”x ⅜”x ⅜”. Only the second example I’ve recorded. Scarce free sample tin.

#85) **Barker’s Chemical & Vegetable Horse, Cattle & Poultry Medicinal Powder:** Cardboard box with contents from Barker, Moore, and Mein Druggists of Philadelphia. 8 ½”x 3 ⅛”x 2”. This is the larger 20 ounce size. Very good condition.

#86) **Blackman’s Ideal Poultry Tablets:** Unopened cardboard canister with wrap around paper label and contents from the Blackman Stock Remedy Company of Chattanooga. 2 ½”x 1 ½”. Used for inflammatory diseases of the intestines, throat and nose. Excellent condition and the only example I’ve seen. Selling previously to the consigner in 2007.
**#87) Cary’s Pills To Keep Young Turkeys Alive:** Unopened, lithographed tin with contents and original sealing paper around the outside edge from E. Fougera & Company of New York City. 3 ½” x 2 ¼” x ¾”. Fantastic, early lithographic image of a turkey sitting on a nest with three chicks (not sure what baby turkeys are called). I’d have to say this is pre-1900 so let’s go with c1880. The directions on the reverse say to give each newborn turkey two tablets and return them to the nest. Then you are directed to closely follow the feeding instructions on the flyer enclosed. Since the package is still sealed, I have to assume the flyer is still inside with the original medicine. Very good condition overall with only a couple of nicks off the paint. I have recorded only two previous examples selling, McMurray sold one in 2004 for $250 and I sold a second example in 2011 for $160. If you only wanted one early poultry medicine for your collection, I’ve got to believe this would be the one.

**#88) Circus Liniment:** Unopened bottle with paper label and original contents, which is a beautiful emerald green liquid. This is a “Man and Beast” liniment with a great label showing circus horses, elephants, and a giant circus tent. Full name is J. H. LaPearl’s Circus Liniment made by the Williams Chemical Co., Chicago. 6” x 2” x 1”. Label is in excellent, near mint condition.

**#89) Dr. Claris’ Kronkine for Fevers and Inflammatory Diseases of Horses:** Embossed bottle with labels on the front and reverse from the Dr. Claris’ Veterinary Hospital, Buffalo, New York. 7 ½” x 2 ½” x 2”. Embossed: DR. CLARIS / VETERINARY HOSPITAL // JOHN T. CLARIS V. S. / 625, 627, 629, CLINTON ST. BUFFALO, N.Y. Colorful label illustrates the horse drawn ambulance from the Dr. Claris Hospital. Bottle has some interior residual stain from the medicine and a very shallow lip chip. The label is bright and colorful but does have some staining along the top edge. Kronkine examples have sold in the past for an average price of $200+. Open this one at just $50 and send it to a new owner.

**#90) Clayton’s Fit Remedy for Grown Cats and Kittens:** Unopened corked bottle with paper label, contents, and box from Dr. George Clayton of Chicago. 4 ¼” x 1 ½” x 1 ½”. Used to control Fits or Seizures in cats and kittens. Since epilepsy is very rare in cats, I assume this was used more for seizures due to toxic exposure or Milk Fever?? Bottle and label are mint. Box has seen hard times with significant losses to the bottom 1/3rd. It has been somewhat stabilized with archival tape to prevent further losses. Cat only remedies are very scarce and this is the first of two examples in this auction.

**#91) Clayton’s Sedative Medicine for Grown Cats and Kittens:** Unopened screw top bottle with paper label, contents, and box from Dr. George Clayton of Chicago. 4 ½” x 1 ½” x 1 ½”. Used to control Fits or Seizures in cats and kittens. This appears to be a later packaging than the previous lot. Only the name and the bottle are changed. The little black medicine tablets appear to be the same. The bottle and box are both excellent on this example.

**#92) Conkey’s Canker Special:** Unopened bottle with colorful paper label, contents, and box from the G. E. Conkey Company of Cleveland, Ohio. 4 ½” x 1 ½” x 1”. Used for Colds, Roup, Bronchitis, and swellings in poultry. Bottle is near mint with a bright and crisp label. The box displays well with light toning and missing the top flaps. Some archival tape repair has been done to the inside of the box for support. The consigner purchased this example out of a McMurray Drug Store Auction in 2016 for $240. This is one of the nicer poultry bottles available to collectors and certainly scarce. Worth today? Start at $50 and lets see.

**#93) Conkey’s Cholera Remedy:** Unopened cardboard canister with contents and wrap around paper label. Very colorful label with image of hens drinking from a fountain. Medicine was to be mixed with water to be administered. The label gives an “Eastern Price 50 cents” and a “Western Price of 60 cents.” 4 ¼” x 1 ¾”. Other than light toning of the label the canister is in very good condition. According to the label the package also contain a measure to get the correct dose.

**#94) Conkey’s Cholera Remedy small size:** Unopened cardboard canister with contents and wrap around paper label. This is the smaller 30 cent size. 3 ½” x 1 ½”. Excellent condition.

**#95) Conkey’s Old Reliable Powder:** Unopened wooden canister with wrap around paper label and contents. Colorful label is slightly toned and has some minor handling wear. 3 ¼” x 1 ¼”.

**#96) Conkey’s Sore Head & Chicken Pox Remedy:** Unopened cardboard canister with contents and paper label. Colorful label has the Rooster head logo in the center. 2 ¾” x 2 ¼”. Glue repair to the bottom edge on the left. Looks like the edge was weak and someone sealed this with glue, otherwise original condition.

**#97) Conkey’s Roup Cure:** Unopened canister with contents and paper label. Another possibly unique Cure that was unrecorded until this example surfaced. 4 ½” x 2”. This is perhaps, also the earliest Conkey’s packaging as it predates the colorful labels on the previous lots. By comparison, this Roup Cure is rather plain as the label has the directions for use and doubles as a mailing label to ship the canister. The top of the canister also has a circular, Roup Cure label. Condition is good with overall toning of the paper and paper loss along the top edge that does not affect any of the printed material.

**#98) Conkey’s White Diarrhea Tablets:** Unopened wooden canister with wrap around paper label and contents. The label has a parade of baby chicks around the top edge. 3 ¼” x 1 ¼”. Excellent condition.

**#99) Cupid Chaser for Dogs:** Bottle with paper label, contents, and box from Pierpont Products of Boston. Used to keep dogs away from females during mating season. One panel has a cupid Boston Terrier with a bow and arrow and a spinning heart above his head. Another panel has a female terrier wagging her tail and having question marks above head. Some fading of the red color on the back
panels. 3 1/2”x 1 3/4”x 1 1/4”. Try this on your daughter’s boyfriend! Just kidding: **ALL MEDICINES ARE TO BE FOR DISPLAY ONLY AND NOT TO BE TAKEN ORALLY OR USED MEDICinally.** That’s my disclaimer.

#100) **Dr. Daniels’ Animal Eye Wash**: Bottle with paper label from Dr. A. C. Daniels’ of Boston. 5”x 1 3/4”x 1”. Label extends to three sides and is in excellent condition. This is labeled to treat Moon blindness, Ophthalmia, and Iritis. This is a scarce example with this label style.

#101) **Dr. Daniels’ Antiseptic Dusting Powder**: Unopened lithographed tin canister with original contents. This is the 50 cent size and 5 3/4”x 2 3/4”. It retains the original lid with a silver wash. It was used on livestock, dogs, and cats for such ailments as Lampas, Sore Mouth, Mud Fever, and Foul in the Foot. The condition is excellent. There is one dent in the front, where the 50 cents in printed that keeps this from being near mint. This one is as nice as I’ve ever seen and I have not seen many. Only four are recorded as previously sold and this is one of those four. Open at $75 and let it go.

#102) **Dr. Daniels’ Cough Drops, Fever, and Distemper Cure**: Unopened canister with paper label and contents. 3 3/4”x 1 3/4”. “FOR MITIGATING THE SUFFERING RESULTING FROM CANKER OF THE EAR OR MOUTH…” Label wraps completely around and is complete, but does have some minor toning at the top of the left side. Displays clean and bright.

#103) **Dr. Daniels’ Danilax**: Unopened screw top bottle with paper label, contents, and box. 3 3/4”x 1 1/4”. A tasteless laxative for dogs and cats. Bottle and label are very good to excellent. The box is missing one top flap and has old handling wear, so call it good plus.

#104) **Dr. Daniels’ Carbo-Negus**: Embossed bottle with paper label, contents, and box. This is a very early example with the company’s #1 Staniford Street, Boston address along with several proprietary tax stamps dating the box to c1899. 6”x 2”x 1”. Embossed: DR DANIELS’ CARBO-NEGUS / DISINFECTANT DEODORIZER / PURIFIER & INSECTICIDE. Note misspelling of last word in embossing. Condition is excellent. This example is slightly earlier and a smaller size compared to the next lot offered.

#105) **Dr. Daniels’ Carbo-Negus 100 to 1 Disinfectant**: Unopened, embossed bottle with paper label, contents, insert and box. 6 3/4”x 2 1/2”x 1 1/2”. This is the large size example. Embossed: DR DANIELS’ CARBO-NEGUS / DISINFECTANT DEODORIZER / PURIFIER AND INSECTICIDE. While the bottle misspells insecticide, the box does not. The label is in very good condition with bright colors but does have some light handling wear. The box has the company Milk Street address in Boston, but is a much earlier variation than most examples seen. It evokes back to the early Staniford Street examples. Box states that this “CURES MANGE” and is “UNEXCELLED FOR SKIN HUMORS.” The 100 to 1 dilution scale on the box is also unusual. Box has the top flaps torn off as you can see.

#106) **Dr. Daniels’ Cough Drops, Fever, and Distemper Cure**: Embossed bottle with paper label identifying the medicine as a “CURE.” 4 3/4”x 1 1/2”x 1”. This is the small, 50 cent size. Bottle is embossed: DR. DANIELS’ COUGH COLD & FEVER DROPS / BOSTON, MASS. U. S. A. This embossing differs from the label in name as well as adding the Cure designation. Label extends to three sides and does have some minor paper losses to the right side panel and typical handing wear. Colors are bright and it displays well. I have only recorded four of these small “Cure” variations over the years, the last in 2007 brought $275. All the other examples brought around $100, so we will just let this one start at $10 and rise to its current price level.

#107) **Dr. Daniels’ Cough, Cold, Fever Drops, and Distemper Cure**: This is the larger “CURE” in a one dollar size similar to the previous lot. The name on the label is slightly different but does end with DISTEMPER CURE. The embossing on the back of the bottle is the same with: DR. DANIELS / COUGH COLD & FEVER DROPS / BOSTON, MASS. U. S. A. 5 1/4”x 2”x 1 1/4”. This size CURE variation has only had three previous examples recorded and two of those had boxes. The last example without a box sold nineteen years ago in 1998. Condition of the label is not great. There are stains on the front and sides and paper losses to the side panels. However it’s size is impressive and it is a rare Dr. Daniels cure. Bid as you see fit.

#108) **Dr. Daniels’ Veterinary Eye Wash for Horses**: Bottle with paper label and box which claims “CURES INFLAMMATION OF THE EYES, SWOLLEN LIDS, OPHTHALMIA…” The contents have evaporated but cork is still in place. 6”x 2 1/2”x 1 1/2”. The label is PERFECT. The box is excellent. The colors on both are bright and bold. You will never need to consider upgrading this example. Several examples of this quality have sold for over $300 and McMurray sold one for $800 in 2004 (that was a very happy consigner). I’d expect it to go in the $200-300 range today. Quality is always in demand. Open at $75 to start.

#109) **Dr. Daniels’ Flea Powder**: Unopened canister with paper label and contents. 3 3/4”x 1 3/4”. Label wraps completely around and is complete. Near mint example with bright orange color and no damage. I have recorded only two examples previously with the last sold 15 years ago in 2002. It brought $130 then but hard to estimate today.

#110) **Dr. Daniels’ Gall Salve / (Gall Cura)**: Lithographed tin with contents. 3”x 1”. When the Pure Food & Drug Act was passed in 1906 Dr. Daniels’ complied, somewhat, with the law as he changed the name to Gall Salve, but he kept the old name Gall Cura also. Near mint condition with just the slightest handling wear.
#111) **Dr. Daniels’ Gall Salve**: This is the extremely scarce large size Gall Salve. 3”x 2 ½” with an original price of 65 cents. According to my records this is the first example recorded?? Not sure that is correct, but I do know these are rare. Excellent condition overall with only slight wear to the lid.

#112) **Dr. Daniels’ Hoof Grower and Softener**: Unopened lithographed tin with contents. 3”x 2 ½” with an original price of 50 cents. This is the early variation as the name was later changed to Hoof Ointment. Minor wear to the edge of the lid and in need of a good cleaning. The lid would look better with a light wax cleaning.

#113) **Dr. Daniels’ Laxative Tablets for Dogs & Cats**: Unopened wooden canister with a wrap around paper label and contents. 3 ¾”x 1”. Dog medicines with this style label and canister are pretty scarce. I have sold a couple of examples with boxes, years ago. Label is complete but does have a couple of minor small stains and the top 1/3rd of the label is slightly faded.

#114) **Dr. Daniels’ Liniment Powder**: Early, lithographed version with contents. This one sold for 50 cents and does have the Drug Act disclaimer of 1906 on the lid. 3”x 2 ½”. This contained TINCTURE OF OPIUM 5 gr. per ounce. You mixed up the powder to make your own liniment in any strength you desired. Very minor wear along the edge of the lid. Very good overall. This early variation is scarce.

#115) **Dr. Daniels’ Liniment Powder**: Unusual paper wrapped cardboard canister with contents. Never opened. 3”x 2 ½”. It appears that the side printing is very similar to the previous example. This is a later variation with a 75 cent original price. This is the first example of this variation that I have recorded. If you like to collect variations, this one is for you.

#116) **Dr. Daniels’ Liniment Powder for Track and Stable Use**: Slightly later variation from the previous lot. This example is unused, it still has a seal over the powder and a coupon for an advertising thermometer included. 3”x 2 ½”. Condition is very good with just a bit of scattered edge wear.

#117) **Dr. Daniels’ Puppy Vermifuge Capsules**: Glass vial with paper label, contents, and box used to deworm puppies and small dogs. 3 ½”x 1 ½”x 1 ½”. Vial and label are in mint condition. The box is complete and excellent. Nice example overall.

#118) **Dr. Daniels’ Sarcoptic Mange Salve for Dogs**: Tin with paper labels, and contents used for treating mange in dogs. The top paper label is toned. The bottom “directions” label is complete, but stained. 3”x 1”. Scarce tin for dogs.

#119) **Dr. Daniels’ Oster-Cocus Liniment**: Unopened, embossed bottle with paper label, contents and box. 6”x 2”x 1”. Bottle is imbossed: DR. DANIELS’ OSTER COCUS / NERVE & MUSCLE LINIMENT / RHEUMATISM / NEURALIGIA & LAMENESS. Label is complete with slight toning. Box has the top flaps torn off but otherwise displays very well. It is clean and bright.

#120) **Dr. Daniels’ Pileozion or Wonder Worker**: Unopened bottle with paper label, contents, and box that is the smaller 25 cent size to the larger Wonder Worker examples. 5”x 1 ½”. Bottle and paper label are in excellent to near mint condition. The box is very bright and colorful but does have damage to all the top and bottom flaps. While it displays extremely well, it is essentially a shell. The box does have a later sticker raising the price to 35 cents.

#121) **Dr. Daniels’ Vermi-Kaps for Large Dogs**: Glass canister with a screw top closure, contents, paper label and box. Used to deworm medium and large dogs. 3 ½”x 1 ½”x 1 ½”. Excellent overall condition with no damage.

#122) **Dr. Daniels’ Worm Expeller Capsules for Large Dogs**: Unopened glass vial with paper label, contents, and box used for expelling worms from large dogs. 3 ½”x 1 ½”x 1 ½”. The vial has a crimped metal seal that is still intact. The paper label is bright and clean in and mint condition. The box is fairly beat up with edge wear and one small holes in the side, but displays well as an addition to the wonderful vial.

#123) **Dr. Daniels’ Extract Hamamelis Witch Hazel**: Scarce Dr. Daniels’ medicine with paper label and partial contents. This is labeled for Internal and External use for whatever purpose Witch Hazel was used for. 6 ½”x 2 ½”x 1 ¼”. The label is crisp and very bright. The blue background color really jumps out. Condition is near mint. This is only the third example I have recorded at auction. I sold one in 1996 for $100 and McMurray sold on in 2015 with a box for $425. The true value will be somewhere between those two numbers. Open at $50 just to get it going.

#124) **Dr. Daniels’ Wonder Worker Lotion**: Unopened, embossed bottle with contents, paper label, and box. This is the original package in excellent condition. Bottle is embossed: DR. A. C. DANIELS’ / WONDER WORKER LOTION / BOSTON MASS, U.S.A. 6 ¼”x 2 ½”x 1 ½”. “THE MOST WONDERFUL HEALING LINIMENT EVER KNOWN.” The paper label extends to three sides and is clean and perfectly bright. I would judge it in mint, original condition. The box is as nice as you are every likely to see, certainly one of the best we have ever offered. The only slight distraction is handing wear to the back panel. This one looks like you just took it off a country store shelf 100 years ago.

#125) **Ellen’s New Discovery Lot of Two (2)**: Lithographed, round tins from Ellen’s New Discovery Company of Newburgh, New York. This was a powdered remedy for Galled shoulders in horses. 4 ¼”x 2 ½”. One lid reads: “SURE HEALER / STRICKLY
Lambert’s Death to Lice Powder: Unopened canister with paper label and contents from the Klein-Lambert Company of Chicago. This powder was offered in three sizes and this is the MONSTER, 48 oz. size. 7”x 5”. Very large and impressive when

Dr. Johnson’s Anti Vomiting Pills for Dogs: Unopened bottle with paper label, contents, large folded insert, and box from Dr. Samuel Johnson who owned the New York Veterinary Hospital at 117 W. 25th Street in New York City. “The Quickest Cure for Vomiting.” 3 ¼”x 1 ¾”x 1 ¼”. Bottle is excellent. Box shows minor toning and few fly specks. The red print is very strong and legible and is in much better condition than the two Dr. Johnson medicines we had in the February auction. This is the second time this remedy has ever been offered with the last sale in 1999. Rare and wonderful dog medicine.

Kitty Chaperone: Powder cone used to prevent cat damage to furniture made by Sudbury Labs of Sudbury, Mass. Not exactly sure how this works. I guess you spread the powder on the furniture?? Image of cat sharpening its claws on the front panel. 5”x 2”. Some toning and spotting, but cat items seem to be very hot right now.

#138) Lambert’s Death to Lice Powder: Unopened canister with paper label and contents from the Klein-Lambert Company of Chicago. This powder was offered in three sizes and this is the MONSTER, 48 oz. size. 7”x 5”. Very large and impressive when
sitting on a shelf. “A Cheap and Effective Harmless Remedy for Lice on Poultry, Horses, Cattle, ETC.” Excellent original condition with only very minimal shelf wear.

#139) **Dr. LeGear’s Poultry Powder Free Sample**: Colorful, unopened, free sample box with contents from the Dr. LeGear Medicine Company of St. Louis. 4 ¾” x 3” x 1 ½”. The illustration in the front circle is a cock-a-doodle-doing rooster. Near mint, original condition.

#140) **Dr. LeGear’s Poultry Prescription Free Sample**: Colorful, unopened, free sample box with contents from the Dr. LeGear Medicine Company of St. Louis. 4 ¼” x 3” x 1 ½”. The illustration on the front panel is of Dr. LeGear pointing out the successful laying hen. This variation is slightly later than the previous example. Near mint, original condition.

#141) **Dr. LeGear’s Poultry Powder**: This is the unopened, 25 cent size box of Poultry Powder as we offered the free sample example a couple of lots previous. 7 ¾” x 4 ½” x 2”. This is one of the more desirable and early Dr. LeGear medicine boxes. The Cock of the walk on the front panel is cock-a-doodle-doing and says: “I am the cock of the walk because I am given Dr. LeGear’s Poultry Powder.” Condition is very good to excellent with no real damage, just the expected 100 years of handing wear. It has been since 1999 that I have had one of these to offer. The last sold for $200.

#142) **Dr. LeGear’s Head Lice Remedy**: Lithographed tin with contents from the Dr. LeGear Medicine Company of St. Louis. Very minor handling wear. 2 ¾” x 1”.

#143) **Dr. Leslie’s Veterinary Colic Drops**: Cardboard box with two embossed bottles Colic #1 and Colic #2 plus a glass doser from Dr. Leslie, of Keene, New Hampshire. 4 ½” x 3” x 1 ½”. Obviously the condition is off on this, as the back looks better than the front. The bottom flaps are missing so the box was opened from the bottom. This is just a make-do example until a better one comes along. Still look good in your glass front case.

#144) **Newton’s Heave, Cough Distemper and Indigestion Cure**: Scarce, small size, lithographed tin made by the Newton Horse Remedy Company of Toledo, Ohio. 4” x 3” x 3”. It has the iconic skeleton horse logo on the front. This cure was made by Dr. John Newton, V. S., who graduated from the Ontario Veterinary College in 1878. It is in very good condition on all four sides but could benefit from a good cleaning. I sell them like they come to me, but I think this could look a lot better.

#145) **Dr. Norwood’s Veterinary Cough Mixture**: Embossed bottle with paper label and partial box from Dr. J. N. Norwood, V. S. of Naugatuck, CT. 6 ¼” x 2 ¼” x 1 ¼”. Embossed: DR. J. N. NORWOOD, V. S. // NAUGATUCK, CONN. Label is lightly toned but displays well. The box originally had a top portion that slid down over the exposed top edge of the bottom, but that top is missing. McMurray’s Drug Store Auctions sold one of these with a complete box last year for $250, so lets start this at $50.

#146) **NOTIX for Dogs**: Listed as “effective relief for Animal Ticks.” Unopened package of 18 pills. No company or city listed. Guaranteed to safely rid you dog of ticks. Overall package is 6 ½” x 3 ½”. No date, but I’m thinking 1950-1960’s.

#147) **Q-W Cough Mixture**: Amber bottle with paper label and partial dried contents from Q-W Laboratories of Bound Brook, New Jersey. 4 ¾” x 1 ½”. “A soothing mixture for coughs due to cold and minor throat irritations for Dogs, Cats, Foxes, Etc.” The label wraps completely around the bottle. The label does have staining and slight edge wear, however, this is the first example of the Dog Remedy that I have ever recorded.

#148) **Security Gas Colic Remedy for Horses and Mules**: Green glass, drenching bottle with paper label, partial contents, and an outstanding box from the Security Remedy Company of Minneapolis. 10 ¼” x 3” x 3”. This company produced some of the greatest veterinary packages ever created, right up there with International Stock Food and Dr. Claris, if not better. This is one of their greatest and a top shelf medicine. The front panel shows the uses on a prancing horse followed by a man getting kicked by a mule and finally a heard of cows. One side panel demonstrates the stages of colic from first symptoms to death. The last illustrated panel shows Uncle Sam hawking this remedy and greedy potential buyers are grabbing for the bottle. The box does have some condition issues, but nothing that seriously detracts. First, all the top flaps are missing, a common issue with veterinary boxes. Also there is edge wear along the corners, and that’s it, NO giant stains, NO significant paper losses. It has been over ten years since we offered an example in this fine of condition. One quick story: I have a special attachment to Gas Colic Remedy examples. Back in 1995, we had just started VCR Auctions and we were struggling to get consignments and get the veterinary collecting off the ground, so to speak. We had our first auction and I ended up losing money on the printing, advertising, and mailing fees, so Vicki was not too happy with me and my plan. Then I got a call from a gentleman from Montana who had heard about my auctions and wanted information. He was in his late 80’s and had been a traveling salesman for a serum company before World War II. As he traveled, visiting pharmacies and druggists, he cleaned out their basements and attics of old patent medicines and took them home. Now 50 years later, they had been in his basement ever since. He sent me a trial box of medicines for my next auction and it included a MINT, PERFECT Security Gas Colic Remedy that was unopened and looked like it just came out of the company offices. In those days we were getting $35-50 for a really nice medicine and that Colic Remedy sold for $875 in September 1995. An unheard of price when you could buy a Dr. Daniels’ cabinet for $500. Well, word quickly spread among dealers and I was swamped with consignments for the next couple of years. So I credit that gentleman with saving the bottle, the buyer for their determination, and the under-bidder who would just not let go, with jump starting VCR Auctions and keeping it alive. Thank You.  P. S. That buyer still has that bottle and I hope he enjoys it every day.
Royal Purple Cough Powder for Horses: Unopened canister with paper label and contents from Jenkins MFG. of London, Canada. 4”x 2 ¾”. One slight bit of paper loss along the bottom edge, otherwise just normal handling wear. Nice graphics and color. The last one of these we sold was in 1999, so it’s pretty scarce.

Save-The-Horse Spavin Remedy: Embossed bottle with paper label from the Troy Chemical Company of Binghamton, New York. 6 ¾”x 2 ¼”x 1 ½”. Bottle embossed: SAVE-THE-HORSE / REGISTERED TRADE MARK / SPAVIN REMEDY / TROY CHEMICAL CO. BINGHAMTON, N.Y. Label extends to three sides and has illustrations of horse leg ailments that could be treated with this remedy. Label shows some light staining and wear. Scarce bottle with a label.

Thoroughbred Udder-Balm: Lithographed tin without contents from the Man-O-War Remedy Company of Lima, Pennsylvania. 2 ½”x 3”x 3”. Cow image on two sides as it was used to treat cracked and sore teats from milking. Minimal edge wear to lid. Strong color.

White’s Golden Tonic and Stomachic for Horses: Bottle with paper label from the Kimball Brothers of Enosburg Falls, Vermont. 7 ½”x 2 ¼”x 1 ¾”. While posters for this Tonic are a dime a dozen as a ton were once found, examples of this medicine are quite scarce as only a handful have ever been recorded, the last in 1999. The label has paper losses as seen but it is still in collectible condition due to its scarcity.

Dr. Woodbury’s Celebrated Condition Powders for Horses & Cattle: Unopened lithographed tin with contents from Frasier, Thompson & Company of Quebec. This one is getting rid of those evil Humors. The side reads: This condition powder will carry off gross humors, purify the blood, and give the animal’s coat a fine glossy appearance. 4 ½”x “”x 3”. Good condition overall with age wear, as you can see to the yellow background color. Directions in English and French.

Zev Mixture: Amber glass bottle with a very colorful paper label and dried contents from W. K. Buckley of Toronto. This was “an alkaline, stimulating mixture for colds, coughs, Distemper, Catarrh and Throat Irritations.” Used in almost all live stock and dogs. 8 ½”x 3”x 1 ¼”. Label has some minor edge wear. Colorful illustration of the animals really adds some interest.
Instruments

#155) **Identified Veterinarian’s Traveling Drug Case:** Drug case with labels identified to one individual and one veterinary organization. Nine vials with medication are labeled as coming from the Jen-Sal Laboratories in Kansas City. One vial has a label from Dr. Jean V. Smith, Veterinarian, who was the State Veterinarian for Connecticut. One other vial is labeled as from the Ellin Prince Speyer Hospital for Animals in New York City. This hospital was founded in 1906 as part of the New York Women’s League for Animals and would become, The Animal Medical Center of New York. So this case has some veterinary history. See additional photos on the website.

#156) **Cased Veterinary Surgeon’s Instrument Kit:** Wooden case with a brass cartouche in the lid and two hook and eye closures on the sides. No maker’s identification. 7 ¾”x 6”x 2 ½”. All the instruments sit in fitted compartments. The kit contains: Three blade fleam, double trocar and cannula set, forceps, clipper, four scalpels, file, strop, and whetstone. All are in excellent condition except the fleam, as the blades are well used and quite worn. Unusual cased set. Open at $50.

#157) **Arnold & Son Animal Tattoo Kit:** Wooden box with a complete tattoo kit and tool from Arnold & Son of London, England. This would have been a very high quality set to purchase at the turn of the Century. c1910. 13 ½”x 4”x 2 ¼”.

#158) **Horse Syringe with Original Wooden Crate:** Gigantic, 30 ounce horse syringe, that’s what the label on the end of the original shipping crate says. Not the “gigantic” part, I added that. This is the largest syringe I have ever seen, by far. The metal body is 15” long with a threaded tip, which adds another 7” to length. It has a wooden handle and plunger. The custom fitted box has a slide lid and a label on the end panel. There is no maker name. Excellent condition. You can scare your kids or your clients when you walk into the room with this bad boy.

#159) **Pilling’s Hard Milking Outfit:** Wooden box with paper label inside the lid with directions of use on dairy cows. Includes four instruments. 6”x 2”x 1 ½”.

#160) **Caponizing Sets, Lot of Two (2):** “NO-Slip” set from Montgomery Ward in a cardboard box and a “Cornell” set in a wooden box. Both are complete.

#161) **Catgut Suture:** Glass vial with plain catgut suture and needle from Davis & Geck of New York. Size #1. 4”x ¼”.
Group Lots

#162) **Two Wooden Advertising Items**: This lot contain a Sal-Vet wooden crate with tattered paper labels and the front portion of a wooden advertising stand with a Pratt’s Poultry Regulator decal. Lot of two wooden items.

#163) **Advertising Animal Measure Give-a-ways, Lot of Five (5)**: Pratt’s Animal Regulator funnel; Dr. LeGear’s Stock Powder measure; MoorMan’s measuring cup; Rawleigh’s Stock Tonic measure; and Purina cloth animal tape measure. Lot of five.

#164) **Free Samples and Smalls, Lot of Seven (7)**: This lot has four (4) free samples: Daniels’ Uderkream tin, Daniels’ Wonder Lotion bottle, Dr. Hess Worm Powder envelope, and Berry’s Barb Beater canister. Single doses of American Horse Tonic and Lesure’s Renovator Powders and a tin of Arabian Scratches and Gall Salve. Lot of seven small items.

#165) **Dr. LeGear’s Lot of Eight (8) Plus One**: You get eight Dr. LeGear items and one BeeDee Stock Medicine Canister. LeGear items include Stock Powders (3), Poultry Prescriptions (2), Hog Prescription (1), AA canister, and a Fly powder.

#166) **Dog Food Advertising Give-a-ways, Lot of Two (2)**: Wooden ruler for Rival Dog Food and a bullet pencil for Kasco Dog Food. Average wear. Lot of two.

#167) **Dr. Daniels’ Lot of Eleven (11)**: Group lot of later Dr. Daniels’ bottles and tins. Bottles have screw tops. Condition varies from poor (1) to excellent (2) with most in the middle. This is a new collector or eBay dealer lot.

#168) **Veterinary Bottle, Box, and Paper Lot of Eight (8)**: You get a Prof. Flint Flyer and a Peerless Colic Remedy label; NOS boxes by Dixie and 20th Century, and bottles by LeGear, Venetian, Rawleigh’s, and Ellimans. Eight items all together.

#169) **Veterinary Bottle Lot of Twelve (12)**: Eleven of twelve are embossed and one has a label. Instant collection from a variety of makers including: Dr. Claris, Venetian Horse Liniment, Save-The-Horse Remedy, Kendall Spavin Cure, Benbow’s Dog Mixture, Gombaults Caustic Balsam, Glover’s Mange Medicine, Daniels’ Colic Cure, Humphreys Horsehead, and Tuttles’ Elixer.

#170) **Veterinary Tin and Canister Lot of Seven (7)**: You get items by Bee Dee, Lee Company, Scarless, Myers, Our Husband’s company, and Russell. Condition ranges from very good to fair. Lot of Seven (7).

Bidding Ends Saturday September 9, 2017

Call backs start at 9 P. M. Saturday night and run until 11 P. M.

Call backs will resume, if necessary, Sunday September 10th ASAP.

10% Buyers Premium on all successful bids. Phone #1: 770-361-7255 Phone #2: 404-660-7001

Website: [www.veterinarycollectibles.com](http://www.veterinarycollectibles.com) for additional photos
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